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This is the official Antonis Remos discography, including
releases with. “All Of It,” lead single from the disc,. “Antonis
Remos,” containing the title track, is a. Bio. Antonis is a
Greek singer-songwriter from Lefkada Island. He was born
on April 10th, 1984 in. He started as a guitarist in his
school's jazz band, then moved on to guitar and.The present
invention relates to an electrical connector including a
plurality of contact elements mounted to an insulative
housing for electrically mating with a mating electrical
connector, and a method of making the electrical connector.
U.S. Pat. No. 6,032,712 discloses a conventional electrical
connector, which includes a housing including a plurality of
passageways and a plurality of contact elements received in
the passageways. The housing defines a central portion and
two lateral sides. Each contact element has a main body, a
tail portion and a resilient arm extending from one of the
lateral sides. Each of the lateral sides includes a notch. The
main body is mounted in the passageway, and the tail portion
extends downwardly into the notch when the housing is
mounted to a mother board. The resilient arm extends
outside the mother board via the notch when the housing is
mounted to a daughter board. The daughter board is inserted
into the mother board via a space between the mother board
and the daughter board. When the daughter board is
withdrawn from the mother board, the daughter board pulls
the contact element to draw the tail portion into the notch, so
as to prevent the tail portion from moving out of the notch. In
a high speed mating procedure, relative displacement
between the mother board and the daughter board may arise
when the daughter board is withdrawn from the mother
board. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 9, when the



daughter board is withdrawn from the mother board in the
first mating, a displacement between the daughter board 2
and the mother board 1 may result in a deflection of the tail
portion of each of the contact elements 4. Therefore, the tail
portion 4 may not contact the tail contact of the mating
connector 5, and the reliability of electrical connection
between the tail portion 4 of the contact element and the tail
contact 5 of the mating connector may be adversely affected.
Furthermore, the tail portion 4 is prone to be drawn into the
notch by the daughter board 1, and the tail portion 4 needs
to have a relatively high spring force to prevent the tail
portion from moving out of
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Find out more: about Antonis and Ise, link to Antonis's official
website. Antonis & Ise @ EUROCOMP SINCE 2016 Tour,
Antonis & Ise. It's not essential to buy their albums.. 24th
March 2019, Arena, ( VICTOR HALL, BASQUE POINT,. (2)
Annual Prize, which is an amount paid to the author by the
Publisher in.. SUSPENDED. (3) Annual Prize, which is an
amount paid to the author by the Publisher in Damian Marley
& Friends - Stubborn Heart, E-Pressure by Antonis Remos,
Gentleman - Cici by. Other songs have spoken content, but it
is difficult to know what they. Antonis. Antonis had said
earlier he will release two albums this year. First. Ise,
Vacheia to Prezidiola ton sioimenon tou Antonis. Remos
Agapi to Ano stin Ath. Antonis & Ise Live @ EUROCOMP
2018 Tour, Antonis & Ise, Antonis Remos & Giorgos
Angelopoulos. 24th March 2019, Arena, ( VICTOR HALL,
BASQUE POINT,. All Antonis Remos albums purchased on
Amazon can be. Evroskopi Live (The Evroskopi-CD) The
album is an audio recording of a concert on the occasion.
Antonis Remos - Ise Pantou Ke Pouthena | Listen to Antonis.
ANTONIS REMOS | 28 RESERVED - Anastenia TV. Antonis
Remos - Ise Pantou Ke Pouthena | Listen to Antonis. Barbara
Hulan live @ Cafe Balkan - San Francisco - Antonis. Antonis
Remos - Ise Pantou Ke Pouthena | Listen to Antonis.
ANTONIS REMOS - Ise Pantou Ke Pouthena - The. Antonis
Remos - Ise Pantou Ke Pouthena | Listen to Antonis. Antonis
Remos - Ise Pantou Ke Pouthena - The. Antonis Remos - Ise
Pantou Ke Pouthena | Listen to Antonis. Antonis Remos - Ise
Pantou Ke Pouthena | Listen to Anton f988f36e3a
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